
Video speaking
22. Preparing for an Earthquake

YT:Which Countries Can Survive Major Earthquakes?
 Source:/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2d95XTVUkQ

WATCH the documentary and use the information below to summarize the steps a country 
has to take to prepare for an Earthquake.

slips through            pay a bribe           epicentre              warnings          fund
infrastructure           90%                      7.0                        equipped         devastation
comprehensive        drills                      codes                    disaster relief
evacuations              preparedness         rescue crews        sway
relief efforts              launched               tremors                doable

1. 20 major earthquakes occur every year and lead to some degree of……………..
2. Some nations are more uniquely………………………….. than others.
3. A major earthquake is defined as anything above a ………...  on the Richter scale
4. The main cause of damage is poor ……………………… and inefficient response
5. Chile sits alongside the Ring of Fire where …. of the world’s earthquakes occur.
6. Chile has taken certain measures: 

a) it has implemented regular earthquake emergency ………………….
b) it has implemented strict building ……………….. 
c) it has implemented a ………………………. warning system including sirens 
and mobile phone alerts 
d) it maintains a……………………………………. agency
e) the disaster relief agency regularly practices…………………………... 
f) the disaster relief agency trains…………………………... all year round

7. Earthquake ……………………………... is not unusual for developed countries
8. However implementation often………………………………... the cracks as a 

result of corruption and government negligence
9. Many builders find it easier to ………………………….. to a public official than 

to comply with the building code.
10. All building must be able to………………………... with the Earth’s shaking
11. All TV channels switch to live coverage of………………………………...
12. In 2007 Japan…………………….. a nation-wide warning system that: 

a) detects………………………., 
b) determines the quakes ………………………….., 
c) sends online……………………... throughout the country 

13. Chile and Japan have strong economies that are able to……………………. 
preparedness programmes  and emergency response measures.

14.Earthquake-proof buildings are…………………... but extremely expensive.
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KEY
15.20 major earthquakes occur every year and lead to some degree of devastation.
16.Some nations are more uniquely equipped than others.
17.A major earthquake is defined as anything above a 7.0  on the Richter scale 
18.The main cause of damage is poor infrastructure and inefficient response
19.Chile sits alongside the Ring of Fire where 90% of the world’s earthquakes occur.
20.Chile has taken certain measures: 

a) it has implemented regular earthquake emergency drills
b) it has implemented strict building codes
c) it has implemented a comprehensive warning system including sirens and 
mobile phone alerts 
d) it maintains a disaster relief agency
e) the disaster relief agency regularly practices evacuations 
f) the disaster relief agency trains rescue crews all year round

21.Earthquake preparedness is not unusual for developed countries
22.However implementation often slips through the cracks as a result of corruption 

and government negligence
23.Many builders find it easier to pay a bribe to a public official than to comply with

the building code.
24. All building must be able to sway with the Earth’s shaking
25. All TV channels switch to live coverage of relief efforts.
26. In 2007 Japan launched a nation-wide warning system that: 

a) detects tremors, 
b) determines the quakes epicentre, 
c) sends online warnings throughout the country 

27. Chile and Japan have strong economies that are able to fund preparedness 
programmes  and emergency response measures.

28.Earthquake-proof buildings are doable but extremely expensive.


